
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Scarborough Congress Date: 27.07.17 Venue: Scarborough Spa
TD's: Stuart Davis, Chris Benneworth, Dan Cardnell, Gary Conrad, Rob Dixon, Ken Johnston

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 37 Yes 15 No 4

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 31 Probably 18 Unlikely 6 Not 1

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
41 Venue 9
41 Playing conditions 10
36 Schedule 15
43 Competition format 3
43 Directors/Organisation 6
22 Catering/refreshments 22
32 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 14 Earlier finish 10 Longer intervals 0

Later start 0 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 17

Total Returns 59
Number of attendees 289

Comments
Not enough boards on Sunday - have an extra match x4
Finish play on Saturday in time to go out for dinner x3
Better lighting needed x3
Prefer to finish the teams day in time to go out for evening meal x2
Catering awful, only one lad on his own, very slow x2
No tea and coffee available before Sunday start x2
Water ran out and was not replenished x2
Why have a timer and not adher to the times x2
Reduce the cost of the event x2
Too many TD's for the size of the event x2
Very stuffy x2
The timing of the bridge needs to take into account the operating times of the lift x1
Ensure that the microphone can be heard clearly in all areas x1
Legs were weak on some of the tables - unsafe x1
Why was there a break in the teams qualifier - this has not happened previously x1
The TD's were excellent - very helpful x1
Like the idea of a longer event next year x1
Would prefer the new Seniors event next year to be Swiss Pairs x1
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